**ER8-36 FACTS**

- Designed for mowing up to 3/4 acre on one charge.
- Test shows a mowing range of 3/4 to 1 1/4 hours.
- E-8 power and 36 volt battery power.
- Balanced design—Batteries between the wheels for real stability—Super comfort, foot room, complete visibility.
- Strength from all steel structure, beauty of plastic body.
- Ground following proven 36" cut mower—Very tight turning capability 24" cutting radius.
- Only Rider with seat switch and return to neutral safety.

- New feather touch steering with rugged steel segment and pinion gear.
- Shift on the go transmission.
- 5 Forward, 1 Reverse Speed.
- Self adjusting motor belt drive to transmission.
- Deep dish 13" steering wheel.
- Swivel pin front axle.
- Disc foot and parking brake.
- Built in charger.
- Easy access service to batteries, motor, clutch and transmission.

_AND..._ THE FIRST ELECTRIC RIDER AT A REALISTIC PRICE!